ETB Monitor

COMPLETE TRANSPARENCY OF YOUR SOLAR + STORAGE ASSETS

Robust monitoring software providing real-time insights into the operational performance and savings of your solar + storage systems operating in the field.

MEASURE
Track and monitor all relevant solar + storage data points in real-time, and on one platform to comprehensively understand your systems performance.

RESOLVE
Remotely diagnose and correct issues before they become costly. Have confidence in knowing our alerts will catch issues, and that we will fix them immediately.

COMPLY
Access detailed operational data to satisfy OEM warranty compliance and incentive program reporting (e.g., Federal ITC, SGIP, GHG emission reductions).

FEATURES & FUNCTIONALITY:
- Measurement & Verification. Objectively quantify performance vs. a specified baseline.
- Alerts. Configure notifications on the status of your systems (e.g., inverter offline, low SOC).
- Savings View. Track validated, real-time savings and compare vs the performance guarantee.
- Fleet View. Aggregate of all your assets in a single view to evaluate combined performance.
- Site Status. Observe consumption, PV production, ESS dispatch, and site weather in real-time.
- System Logs. Detailed operational data for O&M, warranty coverage, and incentive compliance.
- Cloud Hosted. Monitor your systems anytime, anywhere. Accessible from any device.
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